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ABSTRACT
Intraregional Efficiency of Production Decisions
and Interregional Efficiency of Input
Use in Bolivian Agriculture

Stephen C. Hammond, Master of Science
Utah State University, 1974
Major Professor: Dr. Allen LeBaron
Department: Agricultural Economics
The main objectives of this study were to analyze the efficiency
with which Bolivian farmers utilize productive resources as they combine them in crop production and to examine the possibility of interregional resource immobility in the production of agricultural products.
Bolivia was divided into seven distinct production regions called
departments.

A linear program maximizing model was generated for the

major crops produced in each department.

Land, labor, irrigation, and

capital were the input coefficients used in the models.

They produced

a net return to management, land, and fixed costs associated with land.
The linear program using these coefficients generated the profit maximizing hectare combination for each crop by department.

These were

compared with those reported to have been grown in each department to
make an efficiency judgement of production decisions made by Bolivian
farmers .

xi

The same department linear programs generated value marginal
products for reso urces in short supply in each model .

These were

compared interdepartmentally to determine any resou rce immobility
that might be in existance.
Analysis of the linear program maximizing output indicated that
in all of the departments considered, with the exception of Santa
Cruz, farmers appeared to be efficiently combining their resources
in the production of crops considered in this study.

It was also

noted that a possible labor immobility existed between the San ta
Cruz department and the other si x considered.

(115 pages)

CHAPTER I
INTROUUCTION TO THE PROBLEM
Economic development is the process whereby the entrepreneural
units of a given population increase the efficiency with which they
produce desired goods and services.

The increase in efficiency im-

proves per capita income which in turn indicates an improvement in
levels of living and general well being for the entire population.
As so called developed nations have improved their economic position
with respect to the rest of the world, they have shown increased
interest in providing developmental assistance for lesser developed
nations.
While most experts are hesitant to indicate, in specific form,
the probable steps th.a t must be taken if development is to occur,
agriculture is now recognized as a key to development in the sense
that the agricultura l sector must increase production sufficiently so
as to enable labor and capital to be transferred to the industrial
segment of the economy.
The other segments of the developing economy must also be considered in an overall model of development but the agricultural sector
is the emphasis of this study.

Once the agricultural situation is

studied and analyzed, a more accurate and timely plan for development
is likely to generate.

The plan, Mellor suggests, can be used to make

decisions regarding: (a) allocation of scarce inputs to agriculture vs
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the non-farm sector, (b) allocation of inputs and institutions within
the agricultural economy, (c) allocations among various crops and
regions within the agricultural economy being studied (Mellor, 1970) .
Determination of the efficiency with which farmers are presently
employing their resources is basic to this plan.

Secondly a scheme,

which would promote efficient allocation of scare inputs intraregionally and interregionally, must be developed.
If agricultural production is to increase, maximum efficiency
in the use of presently available factors of production is necessary .
If entrepreneurs are already efficiently combining their resources in
the productive process intraregionally, other avenues to increased production such as interdepartmental (interregional} mobility or immobility
of resources must be considered.

If normally mobile resources appear

immobile, steps to remove the constraints could be taken.
Data necessary to make the previously mentioned determinations
is a special problem in underdeveloped countries.

Most agriculturally

oriented administrative services, in under developed countries, are
provided by people who have a formal education.

Educational facilities

(especially universities) have generally been limited to urban areas
and a small percentage of their upper-class residents.

Occassionally,

people born in rural areas do obtain a respectable level of education.
Most often, however, these people have had to leave their rural towns
at very young ages to obtain this education.

Thus, among the adminis-

trators, there will be a general lack of intuitive feel for rural
conditions and problems.

Among the same group appears a lack of

3

tolerance to work with the uneducated farm entrepreneur.

Educational,

cultural, and social distance between the two groups can be immen·se.
In many instances, as is the case with much of Bolivia, the two groups
do not even speak the same language.

Suspicion and distrust are not

uncommon problems that must be dealt with if correct data concerning
productive habits are to be gathered (LeBaron and Aitken, 1972).
The data problem in Bolivia is real.

Complete sets of data con-

cerning agricultural production and the institutional, infrastructural
physical etc. restraints are not available.

Low quality data must be

compensated for by greater tolerances for error in the results and
interpretation thereof.
Objectives of the study
Any agricultural plan must have its basis in present agricultural
conditions.

If the plan is to provide for allocation of scare inputs

to selected crops and regions, as Mellor would suggest, the present
agricultural situation must be understood.

This study then is an

attempt to further understand Bolivian agriculture as it exists today
with the hope that it may foster a developmental scheme consistent with
reality .
Specific objectives
1.

Develop, for selected crops, a linear programming model, consistant with production realities extant in Bolivian agriculture in 1970-71, in an attempt to generate an optimum crop
combination for the year 1972, thus comparing it with what
actually occurred in that year .
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2.

Determine if there exists any interregional production
inefficiency of selected inputs, labor, and water, for
the year 1972.

Hypothesis
Under existing conditions, intraregional resource allocations
are effic ient but that interregional inefficiency of resource use
does presently exist .
Organization of the study
All of the secondary agricultural data available from the
Bolivian government follows political boundaries.
into nine political regions called departments.

Bolivia is divided
Not only were all

data organized on a departmental basis but also road and communication
systems tended principally to link departmental capitals instead of
natural producing regions.

For these reasons the models used in this

study were organized to fit these political departments (regions).

No

relevant data were found, however, for two of the nine departments .
Hence Beni and Pando were eliminated from this study.

The study then

included seven distinct departmental models which were intended to
represent a cross-section of the major agricultural activities extant
wi thin these departments.
sources.

Production data were gathered from secondary

The various divisions and agencies within the Ministry of

Agriculture and USAID files were also used as informational sources
for the study.

The data were organized into the seven departmental

models and computerized for analysis.
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Not all of the crops included in these models are to be
directly used in accomplishing objective number one.

Certain of

the activities (crops) must be artifically controlled in the programs in the attempt to recreate production reality.
for which

a~tf~cial

The reasons

controls (final demand constraints) must be

used, will be further explained in later chapters.

Those activities

which were allowed free movement within the program are those of
emphasis in analyzing the results of the study.
linear programming has been chosen as the technique whereby
analysis is accomplished because of certain basic features.

First,

it is a mathematical tool which optimizes (maximum or minimum) an
objective function.

In the seven distinct linear programming models

utili zed in this study, the objective function is a net return to land,
management, and fixed costs associated with land.

Optimization quanti-

ties for each crop then can be determined for each of the seven models.
Second, the linear programming model generates shadow prices for each
of the inputs which are in scarce supply in the model .

Shadow prices

are the value marginal products for each input in scarce supply.

The

value marginal product is the return, in this model, to land, management, and fixed costs, associated with the use of one more unit of
that scarce resource.

Comparison of these value marginal products

provides an estimation of interregional efficiency of input use .

Hence,

the linear programming technique is suitably adaptable to the accomplishment of objectives outlined for this study.

6

Sequence of analysis
Chapter II gives a brief summary of the country's physical
description as it relates to the analysis of the agricultural situation .

Chapter III provides a brief summary of the literature relevant

to the objectives and hypothesis outlined in the introduction.

Chapter

IV is a theoritical discussion of the linear programming model.
Chapter V inparts a summary of the agricultural system and the factors
considered in study model development.
The results and conclusion with respect to the objectives and
hypothesis are included in Chapter VI and Chapter VII contains recommendations for further work.
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CHAPTER II
BOLIVIA: PHYSICAL DESCRIPT10N
The Country
The heartland of South America is occupied by Bolivia.

Brazil,

Argentina, Paraguay, Chile, and Peru provide Bolivia with its common
boundaries (Figure 1).

It is approximately one and one-half times

the size of Texas (Zondag, 1966), or some 424,000 square miles in
total area (Carter, 1971).

Although it once enjoyed a common border

with the Pacific Ocean, it is now completely landlocked.

In wars with

its neighbors, Bolivia has lost a total of 492,155 square miles from
its original conception in 1825 (Osborne, 1967).
areas now form parts of Chile and Peru.

Its one-time coastal

Physiographically, Bolivia

can be imagined as three completely different countri es (Figure 2).
The highland plains
The highland plains range in altitude from 10,000 to 14,000 feet
above sea level.

They are located between two ranges of the Andes

Mountains.

The Cordillera Occidental is the bulwark between Bolivia

and Chile.

The eastern chain is known as the Cordillera Real.

The

plains begin at Apolobamba in southern Peru and end at the Pass of San
Francisco in the southern part of Bolivia.

More than half the entire

population of Bolivia is concentrated in this area (Osborne, 1967).
Lake Titicaca is an integral part of this high plains region.

With a

water surface 12,500 feet above sea level, it is the highest navigated

8

Figure 1.

Bolivia:
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Figure 2.

Bolivia's major regions.
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lake in the world.

It provides the population surrounding it with

a supply of fish and also fresh water for irrigation.

The normal

temperature range on most of the plains is from 45° to 75° Farenheit.
It do es, however, fre eze and even snows occasionally.

The major

agricult ural products would include potatoes of several varieti es ,
barley, whea t, quinoa, sheep, and llama, as well as cattle production--all of which are traditional in nature.
The valleys or intermediate zones
Extensive valleys are found on the eastern slopes of the Cordillera
Real.

In contrast to the highland plains, the summits of ridges are

high and sharp.
valleys rarely

The valleys are deep and narrow.
is there

any level land.

In the highland

Most of the agriculture

takes place on steep-sided hills that were once thickly forested.
valleys are micro-climatic areas.

The

The climates range from cold and

harsh in the upper valleys to tropical in some of the lower areas.
Some of the more prominent valleys economically are CochabamJa,
Cliza, Sucre, and Tarija.

The area of the valleys region has been

est imated at 90,000 square miles.

The valley floor ranges in altitude

from 6,000 to 10,000 feet (Carter, 1971).

The products produced in the

narrow valleys are just as diverse in nature as the valleys.

They cover

the entire spectrum from cocoa to wheat but are all cultivated using
traditional methods.
ThUQ.~~~

The lowland plains make up 70 percent of Bolivia's total territory.

The plains extend from the Chaco region in the so uth of Bolivia
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to the Pando region in the north.

The climatic range of the plains

i s as diverse as that of the valleys.

At certain times of the year

in the Chaco region water becomes so scarce that human life is barely
sustained.
rain.

At other times it is flooded with as much as 40 inches of

The Santa Cruz area has greattractsof productive land that

are just starting to be exploited.

Further north, the tropical rain

forests are dense enough to prevent sunlight from ever striking the
soil.

Once again, the variety of crops and livestock that can be

produced in this region is extensive.

This is the only region in

Bolivia where any extensive modern agriculture can be found.

At pre-

sent, there are some 500,000 hectares of land which are projected to
be in crop production within the next few years.

This entire hectare-

age is to be irrigated either by means of surface or spri nkler sys tems
(Bolivia-Utah State/USAID Study Team, 1972}.

This area is located in

the vicinity of Santa Cruz.
Political divisions
Bolivia is subdivided into nine political divisions called
"departamentos" (Figure 3}.

Each has a capital city.

The "departa-

mentos" are again divided into smaller areas called "provincias."
These are divided into "cantones ."

The "departamentos" are administered

by a Prefect who is appointed by, and responsible to, the President of
the Republic .

The "provincias" are adm1nistered by a sub-Prefect who

is appointed by the Prefect.

The sub-Prefect appoints a "corregidor"

who administers the political affairs of the "cantones ."

-- -- -

.....
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Infrastructure
!~ode

of transport and means of communication are the areas of

interest in this section.

Both become important factors in deter-

mining the agriculture developed by each economic unit .

If an

agricultural area has a comparative advantage in the production of
any crop, infrastructure to export

that crop and import other

crops to support the population of the area must be present.

The

people in the different areas being considered must also be able and
willing to communicate one with another if such trade is to flourish.
If neither condition exists, specialization by the population in that
area will not occur.

Instead, the population will tend to produce a

subs isten ce combination of products.

Knowledge, then, of infrastruc-

tural development is a key in understanding the decisions made by the
producing units in each region.
Road system
The Directorate of Bolivian highways has estimated that there
are a total of 22,370 miles of roads in the entire country.

Approxi-

mately 6,210 miles are classified as main roads which have been or will
be completed in the near future (Osborne, 1967) (Figure 4).
there is a deficiency of roads.
and often dangerous .

The roads that do exist are very bad

There are few if any that are not subject to

washouts, landslides , etc.
and canals.

Obviously,

Most do not have bridges to span the rivers

During rainy seasons these roads become impassable by

motor vehicle.

Also during the rainy seasons the roads become ex tremely

rutted, thus slowing and many times prohibiting normal traffic.

15
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Transportation.
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At the present time most, but not all, the departmental capitals
are connected by some type of road system.

Once again, however, the

systems are generally very treacherous and slow.

One of the best and

most traveled roads is that which connects Santa Cruz with La Paz.
air distance is approximately 370 miles.

By van the trip can be made

in 14 to 16 hours assuming the roads are in good condition.
an average of 23 to 26 miles per hour.

The

This is

A two-ton truck may average

from 10 to 15 miles per hour, thus necessitating from 25 to 37 hours
to make the trip.

This is assuming the roads are in good condition and

the trucker has no breakdowns.
not always good and

The fact is, however, that the roads are

breakdowns are common.

Many of the "can tones,"

even within relatively short distances from each other, do not have
roads which adequately connect them.
Railway systems
La Paz, the generally accepted political capital of Bolivia and
largest city, is connected with the Pacific Coast by three narrow gauge,
single track lines .

They total l ,490 miles in length and service many

of the smaller high plains cities.
owned oy the Bolivian government .

The lines, however, are not totally
Chile, Peru, and Great Britain con-

trol and service many sections of the track.

These major lines have

spurs which connect some of the major cities located in the valleys.
They do not, however, extend into the lowland regions (Osborne, 1967).
It was not until the middle 1950s that the lowlands region of
Bolivia had a railroad.

Now there are two extensions which connect the

city of Santa Cruz with Brazil and Argentina .
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The Beni and Pando "departamentos" of the lowlands region are
still without a railway system of any kind.
Air transport
Several major airlines connect the capital city of Bolivia with
all parts of the world .

The Bolivian government's own domestic air-

lines LAB (Llyod Aereo Boliviano) serves a large number of cities
within the country.

Their new 727 jet also makes weekly trips to Sao

Paulo, Brazil, and Lima, Peru (Figure 4).

Bolivia's military airline

also provides transport services for many of the once-isolated cities
within the interior.

Trinidad, for instance, located in the department

of "El Beni," can now be reached in under two hours from La Paz .

Before

afr travel, the tr·i p would have taken weeks, if it could have been made
at all.
paved.

All is not well, however, as many of the airports are not yet
During the rainy seasons they become totally inaccessible.

Also, the cost of air transport is still prohibitive for most agricultural products.

Fresh meat and milk appear to be the only products

presently transported by air to any great extent.
Communications systems
The larger "cantones" now are provided with telegraph and te l ephone services.

The average individual within these cities, however,

has very little access to either. The heterogeneous geophysical characteristi~

of the countryside have generated a system of totally self-

sufficient cities.
regionalism.

This self-s ufficiency has created a greatdeal of

Many of the people are Pacenos, Tarijenos, orCochabambinos
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before they are Bolivianos .

People in the Beni and the Santa Cruz

areas tend t o loo k down on the "cholos " of the highlands (Osborne,
1967).

The need for communication outside one's immediate area does

not appear to be critical.

The person who has his own supply of all

the goods he needs to sustain his life will have little need to communicate with those outside his sphere.
Th is characteristic of local self-sufficiency appears to have
been prolonged by at least three major factors.

First, the climatic

conditions are such in most areas that all the goods one needs to
survive can be produced anywhere in the county.

The agricultural

communities' demand for an extensive market system then appears, at
this point, not to be great .

Second, the difficulties with which

infrastructure, of any form, can be developed and maintained are immense.
Hence , communication systems , as well as all other forms of infrastructure in Bolivia, are not extensive.
speak a common language .

Third, all of Bolivia does not

The 1950 census classified 63 percent of

all Bolivia as linguistically and culturally Indian (Carter, 1971).
There are at least 18 different Indian cultures with their own languages
(Fig ure 5).

The majority of Ind i ans come from three major groups:

Quechuas, Aymaras, and Guaranfs.

The Quechuas are the largest group,

consisting of about one million people (Zondag, 1966) .
Impl ica tions for the Model
A profit ma xi mizing linear programming model is utilized to
analyze segments of the present Bolivian agricultural system.

Profit
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Linguistic distribution of indigenous groups.
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maxi mization is used because it is assumed that within certain bounds
and limits, entrepreneurs will attempt to maximize their return.

The

obvious bounds are the physical quantities of land, water, labor, and
capital available for production.

There are, however, other constraints,

which have equal if not greater effect on the production patterns used
by the farm entrepreneurs.

Poor road and railway systems limit the

amount of produce which can be moved from town to town and from region
to region.

In such cases, the profit maximizing entrepreneur will pro-

duce the staple crops necessary to sustain his life and the lives of the
animals he uses before he produces for the open market.

Poor means of

communications in the form of dissimilar languages or poor physical
facilities will impede the free movement of market and educational
information.

Production patterns are again influenced as information

concerning new technologies or market prices is not received or not
trusted .

Prohibitive air freight charges limit the type and volume of

agricultural products to be transported to distant markets.

If supplies

of a given crop over and above the quantities needed by a local population cannot be marketed, they will not be grown despite cli mati c condi tions favorable to their product i on.

These bounds, as well as the

regional heterogeneity in general, allow for and propagate interwoven
institutional constraints which influence production.

The se factors

which influence what might be called profit maximization must be acc6unted
for and weighted if a profit maximizing regional model i s to be utilized
i n analyzing the present agricultural situation.
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These limiting conditions for each region are accounted for by
forcing the program to produce not less than or not more than a
specified quantity of a given crop.

Thus, in a general manner, the

bounds and limits explained in this section are incorporated into
the profit maximizing model.
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CHAPTER III
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
In capitalistic economies, the role of resource allocation is
accomplished by the price system.

Prices are established in the

market places when demand for, and supply of commodities are in equilibrium.

Buyers entering the market use established prices as choice

indicators.

Sellers respond to the choices of buyers by increasing

or decreasing production of their commodities.

The interaction of

both parties eventually coordinate a system of prices, resource allocation and income distribution.
Leftwich (1966) indicates that allocation for productive resources
is accomplished by resource prices.

They are most efficiently allocated

where they make their greatest contribution to net revenue, net national
product, etc.
Misallocation of resources, according to Leftwich, occurs when the
value marginal product of a given resource is greater in one use than
it is in another.

Value marginal product is defined by Leftwich as

the marginal physical product of a resource multiplied by its' price.
If a resource is being used in such a manner that its value marginal
product is not equal in all uses, total revenue is not at its ma ximum .
If the resource were shifted from lower value marginal product uses to
higher uses, total net revenue would be increased .

Where no restraints

to resource movement exist, the price system is the mechanism whereby
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this resource reallocation is affected (Leftwich, 1966).

Efficient

allocation of resources dictates that the value marginal product of
the resource be equal for all uses and users.
A linear programming model was used by Hartman and Whittlesey
(1961) to estimate the value marginal products of irrigation water.
Their objective was to estimate a range of value marginal products
of water which corresponded to variations in land productivity, water efficiency, and deliveries of water.

The data used in their linear pro-

gram represented different farm types using the same source of water.
Hiskey (1972) used a linear programming model to examine the
most efficient cropping cystem and value marginal products for water
in the Sevier River Basin in Utah . The basin was sub-divided into four
regions.

A linear programming model was developed for each region.

Total water availability was based on 30 years of recorded water inflows to the basin.

Input-output coefficients for water use were

based on the consumptive use of water in agriculture for the basin.
Major factors considered in determining consumptive use were temperature, wind velocity, humidity, daylight hours, plant vigor, color
radiation, plant species as well as the cropland devoted to each crop.
The linear programming model was organized so that value marginal products could be generated for both early and late water.

Conveyence

activities for water, which efficiently allocated the total water supply
among all four regions, were also implemented.
Salaverry (1969) utilized the linear programming technique to
evaluate regional optimal distributions of mobile resources, regional
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optimal cropping patterns and response surfaces to parametric variations of resource constraints in Peru.

For this analysis, Peru was

subdivided into four regional production regions .

Areas of commercial

agricultura l production were then isolated in each region and representative input-output data were assimilated for each.

Linear programming

was implemented to determine the optimal combinations of mobile and
semi-mobile resources interregion ally for

differen~

per·iods of time .

The same programming solution indicated the optimal cropping pattern
for each period of time and region.

Land base and public investment

in agriculture were then parametri'cal'ly varied to obta.i n the value
marginal products of the resources in scarce supply in each of the
models.
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CHAPTER IV
THEORETICAL MODEL AND ADAPTATIONS
Programming is a mathematical technique.
content by itself.

It has no economic

Linear programming, however, is concerned with

the determination of optimal solutions to problems.

It therefore

lends itself very well to economic problems (Baumol, 1961 ).

Arriving

at an optimal solution to a problem, utilizing linear programming
techniques, is accomplished by maximizing or minimizing a quantity
stated as a linear function of independent variables.

This quantity

is also subject to a set of linear inequalities stated in terms of
the variables (Henderson and Quandt, 1958) .
are special cases of a boundary condition.

The linear inequalities
These conditions divide

the conceivab le optimizing positions into a fea sible set consistent
with relevant conditions of the problem and an unattainable set inconsistent with those same conditions.

The optimizing set of possible

solutions then becomes finite and is adaptable to a linear programming
model (Boulding and Spivey, 1960).
The model
Mathematically , linear programming is a matter of assigning values
ton unknowns represented by x1x2 ... xn. The program assigns weights
in such a way that the linear function represented in (1) is maximized
(minimized) .

This linear function and linear constraints are represented

in equations 1, 2, and 3.
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Objective function :
f
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=

1, ... , n )
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The aij,bi, and cj are known constants.
A geometric representation of the possible optimizing solutions
as they are affected by the linear restraints follows (Figure 6).

In

the representation it is assumed , for clarity in representation, that
on ly two products are produced--corn and wheat.

These crops are sub-

ject to four constraints:

land (L, L1 ), labor (G, G1 ), water (H, H1),
The feasible solution is contained within the

and capital (K, K ).
1
shaded area. The constraints (bm ) are commonly called the right-hand

side (b) vectors and delineate the surface area over which the optimizing
so lution can be found.
Assumptions of the theoreti cal model
Linear programming can be a most useful tool in economi c analysis;
but if proper use and interpretation are to be had, its underlying
assumptions must be understood.
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Proportionality
The property of linearity, as it applies to the model previously
developed, dictates that the set of inputs (aij) needed to produce the
first unit of production (x 1 ) is the same set that is needed to produce the last unit of production. This ass umption generates an apparent
disregard for all economics and diseconomies of scale.

If, however, a

situation arises where, in the productive range being considered, there
are apparent economics or diseconomies, a nonlinear approximation can
be made by altering the restrictions on one or all inputs.
Linearity of

the~ctive

function

All of the prices or net returns (cj) must remain constant over
the range of output (x 1 ) which might possibly be generated by the
linear programming solution. In economic terminology, the demand for
the products being considered must be perfectly elastic.

If the

objective function is not linear, it will be one or both of two other
broadly classified forms known as concave and convex objective functions.
If sufficient data were available giving some estimate of the price
elasticity of demand for the products designated in the nonlinear
objective function, quadratic programming could be implemented.

Quad-

ratic programming is generally defined as the maximization of a concave
objective function or minimization of one that is convex where both are
subject to linear constraints (Agrawal-Heady, 1972).

If sufficient

data are not available for the utilization of quadratic programming, a
system of bounding the activities may be used.

The system of bounding

will be further explained in a subsequent section referred to as Final
Demand (use) Constraints.
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Additivity
This assumption disallows any interaction among the activities
of the resources.

The sum of the resources used must be equal to a

summation of all the resources used by each activity (xi)' individually
and collectively.

This technical specification must be met, although

proper formulation of the activities can permit interaction.

An ex-

ample might be including more than one activity (x) for different
crop rotations.
Divisibility
Factors of production and products are assumed to be usable in
fractional units.

Hence, the program might indicate that 10,000.5

hectares of corn are to be produced in Region X.

The number seems

ridiculous, but a simple rounding does not violate any of the restrictions of the model.

For programs where whole numbers are a must, a

technique of linear programming known as integer programming can be
employed.
Finiteness
The program must have a finite number of alternative activities
and resource restrictions.

If there were an infinite number, they

could not be programmed; or, if they could, an optimizing solution
could not be reached.

While a mathematical consideration, it is only

logical that the problem considered be finite in nature .
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Single-valued expectations
As mentioned previously, the resource supplies (bi)' the inputoutput coefficients (aij)' and the net returns (cj) are assumed to be
known with certainty .
to the model.

This assumption imparts a deterministic nature

If such determinism is not desired, special stochastic

models can be adapted to the basic program.
Shadow prices (the dual problem)
Associated with every linear programming problem and referred to
generally as the "primal" problem is a related problem commonly
referred to as the "dual."

If the primal problem is one of maximizing,

then the dual will be that of minimizing.

The reverse is also true.

Al gebraically, the primal and dual take on the fol l owing notation:
Primal to maximize--

subject to :

Dual to minimize--

subject to :
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a11 u1 + a 21 u2 +

+ aml um ~ cl

al2Ul + a22U2 +

+ am2 um 2 cz

Ui

~

0.

The relation between the primal and dual can be summarized in the
following manner:

(1) if, in fact, the p'rimal has a solution so

also does the dual; (2) an optimal primal solution is equal to its
dual solution,
c1x1 + c2x2 + ... + cnxn

=

u1b1 + u2b2 + . .. + umbm,

and the solution of the primal leads to an immediate solution of the
dual (Boulding and Spivey, 1960) .
In their book, Linear FTogramming and Economic AnaLysis , Dorfman,
Samuelson, and Solon (1958) ind icate that resource allocati on and
pricing of resources are, in fact, two sides of the same coin.
is the economic interpretation of the dual.

Thi s

When the linear programming

solution associated with allocation is so lved (the primal), the pricing
(shadow prices) problem associated with the dual is also solved.
The solution of ma ximizing linear programs permits an imputed
price for resources in scarce supply to be generated .

This imputed

price is known in economic terminology as the value marginal product
for the scar ce resource .

The value marginal product indicates the
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amount by which the objective function would increase were one more
unit of the scarce resource added to its constraint (bi ).

The shadow

prices (ui), however, are no more appropriate than the technological
interrelationships and preference functions upon which they are based.
Confidence in them is predicated on confidence in the right-hand sides
(bi)' the objective function f(cx), and the input-output coefficients
(aij) (McKean, 1968) .
Adaptation for the study models
Linear programming models for seven of the nine political departments have been formed.

Problems relating to available data have neces-

sitated certain basic adaptations for the model.
Final demand (use) constraints
Final demand or use constraints are employed in the linear program to limit the range over which any particular activity or set of
activities (xi) are allowed to vary (Todaro, 1971).

These constraints,

commonly called bounds, may be upper or lower in nature .

It should also

be noted that both can be placed on an activity, thus even further
limiting possible activity variation.
The use of activity bounds in the linear programs, developed for
this study, has been dictated by three important factors:
1.

Institutional and infrastructural restraints, mentioned
in Chapter II, have the effect of altering the cropping
pattern that would be generated if the restraints did not .
An attempt to incorporate those restraints into the program
is accomplished by bounding activities (crops) into the
program .

Lower bounding forces an activity into the program
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at a minimum level, allowing for variati on upwards.

A

relevant example would be the lower bounding of a subsistence crop .

Upper bounding allows an activity to

"come in" to the program until the upper bound is met .
Cotton produced in a very adequate climatic region with
no road system would necessarily have to be upper bounded
if the present situation were to be approximated.
2.

Many crops produced on a regional basis do not have
perfectly elastic price elasticity of demand.

Sufficient

data are not available for quadratic programming; therefore,
final demand constraints are utilized in an attempt to
delineate some range of production over which the price of
the product is not changed.
3.

Crop rotations are known to exist, yet rotation budgets
were not available.

In Santa Cruz however, where it is

known that wheat follows cotton in a yearly rotation, the
budgets (including net revenue) for both wheat and cotton
were combined to form a wheat-cotton rotation for one year.
This rotation budget is included in the linear program model
along with the individual budgets for both cotton and wheat.
Elsewhere, the final demand constraints allow given crops to
be forced into the linear program thus simulating a rotation
system for any given year.

For example, assume that potatoes

in the department of La Paz have a net return much greater
than that of any crops which compete for the same l and base .
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Assume also that labor and capital are mobile between
crops in the same department.

Under these a.ssumpt ions,

the linear program maximizing solution would tend heavily
towards potatoes.

If however, potatoes were grown each

year for several years, the yield would decline and the
net return would also decrease.

The farmers, realizing

this, use a rotation system which maximizes returns over a
long period of time .

That maximizing combination of crops

might include quinoa, barley, pasture, and alfalfa where
as in the first maximizing program, potatoes may have only
been represented .

By placing upper limits on the potato

hectareage in the program, other crops will compete for the
1and, labor, and capital not used by potatoes.

Hence, a

rotation pattern is simulated.
In Figure 7, a geometrical approximation is provided, indicating
the affect final demand constraints have on the potential linear programming optimization surface area.

Once again, the land constraint

is {L, L1 ), labor (G, G1 ), water (H, H1 ), and capital (K, K1 ). In
this geometrical representation of a simple two-crop program, however,
corn is upper bounded at 600 hectares and wheat is lower bounded at
300 hectares.

The optimizing solution then is located in the cross-

hatched area of the diagram.
Parametric programming
Varying the values of one or a set of coefficients in either
resource constraints (bi)' input-output coefficients (aij) or net
revenues (cj) or any combination thereof, is referred to as parametric
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programming.

The technique permits changes in the optimizing combina-

t i on of activities to be traced as (bi}, (aij}, or (cj) are varied in
the linear program.
The parametric technique is utilized to examine variations in
maximizing crop hectareage in two departments.

In Santa Cruz, the

resource constraint for labor (bi) is relaxed and changes in crop
hectareage are noted.

In Cochabamba, the price and hence net return

(cj) for bananas is increased and crop
noted.

hectarea~variations

are again
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CHAPTER V
r~ODEL

FORMULATION

Efficient use of scarce inputs in the productive process is
a function of a large number of factors.

This is especially true

in under developed agriculture where producers are subject to extensive institutional and other economic constraints.

Complicating

the model is the fact that Bolivia is a land of tremendous regional
heterogenity.

The economic model described in the following section

was developed to efficiently allocate land, labor, capital, and irrigation system use in each department subject to the constraints which
exist in each.
Agricultural economy system
The decision maker in the agricultural system is the farm entrepreneur.

The total output, net return etc., for each department are

summations of activities which must take place on the farms.
production unit uses inputs in its operation.
and others are purchased at a market price.

Each

Some inputs are owned
The difference between

the summation of these input costs and gross income is the return to
land,management and fixed costs in this model.
~ajor

assumptions
1.

Total demand for agricultural products which do not have
apparent legal export possibilities is inelastic.

These

products then are upper bounded at quantities which appear
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to be consistent with all factors influencing their production.
2.

Total demand for products which do have export possibili ties
is assumed to be perfectly elastic.

No upper bounds are

placed on these crops unless non-economic factors appear to
limit their production.
3.

Factors of production can be purchased at constant prices
by all production units .

4.

Farm products are sold by the individual producing units at
constant pri ces.

5.

Demand for the output of the individual production un i t is
assumed to be perfectly elastic.

6.

Constant returns to scale are also assumed.

Farm input-output data
The production coefficients used to generate the linear programming
matrices were gathered in large part, from secondary sources.

The prime

secondary source was the "Vertical Projects " study conducted under the
directorship of Lloyd A. Clement, economic advisor to the Utah team,
from July 25, 1971 to July 22, 1973.
co llected from secondary sources.
to be conducted.

Data for these projects were also

Originally only four projects were

There were wheat, sheep, beef, and oilseeds.

Several

months were required by researcners of the Ministry of Bolivian Agriculture, directed by Lloyd Clement, to collect all of the needed secondary
data . After assimilating the data, much of it was found to be questionable.

Researchers then conferred with various offi cials throughout the
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country in an attempt to improve their estimations.

The production

coefficients then, are the best estimates presently available for
production in Bolivian agriculture (Clement, 1973).
In 1972 primary data was gathered to test the validity of the
secondary data already accumulated.

This attempt was carried out in

tne Uepartment of Tarija with winter wheat.

The research consisted

of a random sampling scheme for various provinces within the department (Gomez, 1972).

In the final analysis it was concluded that the

data accumulated in the wheat "Vertical Projects" was not to be rejected.
Shortly after this project was completed, the data collection on nine
additional crops was begun.

The design implemented was the same as

for the first four projects.

All of the input-output data derived

from the "vertical projects" then,have been examined and updated by
technical experts within the country.

It is assumed to be the most

accurate presently available within the country.
Data collection included costs of production of crops under the
different technologies presently employed by farmers in each department.
Also included were technologies that might be used in the future.
These, however, were not included in this study.
Yields and prices
The "Vertical Projects" study has been the source of information
for uoth prices and yields.

Where average yield per year varied for

prennials, an average over the expected life of the crop was estimated.
This figure was used to calculate the return which is used in the objective function of the program .
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Prices are a very different situation .
fluctuations in most.

There are seasonal

The expectations of the farmer, when he

plants his crop, may be very different than the price he finally
receives for his marketable product.

It was decided to use the

prices which appeared in the "Vertical Projects" study where they
generally concurred with the 1971 table of prices issued by the
Statistics Uepartment (Bolivia, Minagricultura, 1973).
existed .

Two problems

The price of coffee, given in the "Vertical Projects"

study, did not seem to be correct.
Department of the

l~inistry

The price given by the Statistics

was used to obtain the return for coffee.

The second problem appeared in the prices of bananas for the different
departments.

All appeared to be in accordance with the national aver-

age except the price given for the Chapare region, contained in the
Department of Cochabamba.

That price was not changed to reflect the

national average but was changed by means of parametric variation.

By

so doing, it was possible to determine the output of all crops as the
price of bananas approached that given for the national average.
Crops and crop rotation
A total of 17 agricultural products are considered in the departments.

Many of these crops are considered in two or more different

states of current technology .

Budgets were available in the "Vertical

Projects" for all the crops and technologies considered with the exception of quinoa and barley.

It was felt that since rather large percen-

tages of these two crops can be found in various departments, they
should be included in the program.

Approximations had to be generated

by slightly modifying the wheat budget.
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11any crops grown in Bolivia are not represented in this study.
Lack of secondary data made it impossible to include all the agri cultural products.

Especially was there a lack of data for the vegetable

crops which are generally grown in the irrigated valleys.

An attempt

was made, however, to include at least the major crops for each of the
departments being considered.
Crop rotation budgets were not available.

The budgets simpl y

represent a year in any given rotation system that might exist.

Certainly

the possibility of an error in the maximizing solution is increased when
no rotation budgets are introduced .

In refining the model an attempt

to overcome this problem was made by using final demand constraints
(refer to section on final demand constraints).
Production technologies
Theoretically, a total of twelve production technologies (eight
crop and four cattle) have been defined .as they exist throughout the
country.
l.

They are as follows :
Traditional

wh i ch is representative of the major po r tion of

production in the country.

This technology is characterized

by the use of primative tools to plow, plant, and harvest the
crops .
2.

Traditional with fertilizer which includes either the applica tion of natural or chemical fertilizers in unspecified amounts.

3.

Traditional with water which includes the use of irrigation
in unspecified quantities.
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4.

Traditional with water and fertili zer which is a combination
of the above.

5.

Modern which is a mechanized form of agriculture utilizing
relatively advanced forms of production equipment.

6.

Modern with water for which no budgets were available.

7.

Modern with fertilizer which generally involves the application of chemical fertilizers .

8.

Modern with fertilizer and water again for which no budgets
were available.

9.

Tropical cattle which are those grazed in tropical areas with
little supplemental feeding .

10 .

Cattle low valleys which are grazed as indicated in the lower
valley with some supplemental feeding.

11.

Cattle high valleys which are fed · supplemental feeds during
certain seasons of the year.

12 .

Cattle Altiplano which are grazed on the high mountain plains
and fed supplemental feed.
Land Resources

All land resources have been sub-divided into a maximum of six
classes per department.

It was not possible to arrive at land classes

by determining soil types, slope of land, climate,and drainage capabilities as is customary.

This information, in a generally aggregated

form, was not available.

A soil classification system has been estab-

li shed by the British
study.

i~ ission

but was not readily adaptable to this
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Soi 1 types
Soil types then, were determined by the crops that compete for
the land.

A land base upon which competing crops can be grown is

given a particular type.

The types, however, are not homogeneous from

department to department.

A given land type may support some of the

same crops interdepartmentally but they cannot be called identical
land classes.
Hectareage contraint
The hectareage constraints by land type within each department
were determined by summation of the hectareage devoted to each competing
The "Vertical Projects" as well as a bench mark study of Bolivian

crop.

agriculture edited by LeBaron and Aitkin (1972) were used as sources of
information.

The bench mark study was conducted on a regional basis .

The regional data were then dropped out into designated production
zones.

These zones do not correspond to the departmental areas which

are included in this study but the data were helpful in providing a
~ gross

cross-check of the hectarages given in the "Vertical Projects."

Where great discrepancies existed, LeBaron and Aitken were asked to
evaluate the data in an effort to approximate the present situation.
Labor Resources
No extensive research, since 1950, has been conducted to determine
the rural population of Bolivia.

Estimates have been made but the

estimates are outdated and questionable even from their outset.

Labor

in this model is representative of the average laborer in Bolivian
agriculture, who is involved in the crops of interest to this study.
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Labor input per crop
The input requirement of labor per hectare of any given crop was
derived from the "Vertical Project" study .

This input is that of all

labor needed to produce and harvest the given crop during the season
in which it is grown.

Not included in thi s coefficient is labor in

the form of management or managerial services necessary for crop production.
Total labor constraint
As noted earlier, no accurate population estimates are available
for Bolivia or any of its departments.

The problem of estimating a

total labor constraint is further complicated by not including all of
the crops to which rural population might dedicate itself.

For these

reasons, an estimate of the man days available for the production and
harvest of the crops in a given department, was determined by the following method.

The man days necessary for production of one hectare

of a specified crop were multiplied by the total number of hectares
devoted to that crop.

These figures were then summed for all crops in

each department to provide an estimate of the total number of man days
available for prod uction of crops in each department.

The major crops

are included in each model in an effort to arrive at a realistic approximation of the man days available.
Water Resources
Approximately 80,000 hectares of the total l and mass is irrigated.
There are 8,800 hectares which are under national water systems.

These

projects which include man made dams and canal systems were financed
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with public funds.

"La Angostura" is located in the department of

Cochabamba and comprises 6,000 hectares.

"Tacagua, located in the

Central Altiplano, supplies water for approximately 2,800 hectares.
At the time these projects were constructed, it was hoped they would
provide enough revenue so as to meet the amortized cost of the project as well as the administration costs.

The water use fees collected

from these projects do not, at the present

tim~

of administering the projects.
hectare for water use.

even meet the costs

Fees range from 0 to 50 pesos a

These fees vary in proportion to the amount of

water available in the reservoirs at the beginning of the agricultural
year.

No means of measuring the volume of water a farmer might use

have been implemented.

If the farmer takes part in the canal cleaning

at the beginning of each year and pays some sort of a fee for project
administration he is allowed to take his turn on the water.
R

Apart from these two major systems are many other smaller systems.
There are in total approximately 71,200 hectares of other irrigated
land throughout the country.

In the Altiplano itself 7,500 hectares

are irrigated (this figure does not include Tacagua).

In the valleys

of the departments Altiplano north, Altiplano south, Cochabamba,
Chuquisaca and Tarija, there are approximately 48,700 hectares of irrigated land.

In the tropical and sub-tropical regions are another

15,000 hectares.

Most of these 71,200 hectares have irrigation systems

which date back many years.

Some and perhaps most of the systems are

thought to have been created during Inca rule of this region in South
America .

These systems are generally small, serv i ng only a very limited

number of acres (Bolivia-Minagriculatura, 1973).
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Water i nput per hectare
It is very evident, from the major position of the yield data
available, that irrigation has a great positive effect on yields.
In an attempt to isolate the effect irrigation water has on returns ,
its input cost was measured . As mentioned, 89 percent of all irrigated land is under private systems.
by the people who use them today.

These systems were not developed

The fixed cost associated with

system development appears to have been fully amortized.

Neither does

the water used in these systems have a price attached to it.

The only

cost incurred by those using the water is that of canal maintenance.
Once, possibly twice a year, all the farmers using water from a given
system assemble themselves and spend a day cleaning debris from their
canal .

Approximations of these maintenance costs were made using the

following formula.

Three small systems were examined.

Two were on

the Altiplano and one in Cochabamba. The number of hectares the systems
serviced were estimated by the farmers who were on the systems .

The

number of men i nvolved in maintenance and the length of time needed to
clean the canals were estimated, again by the farmers.

Each man day

was given an opportunity cost for the area in which the system appeared .
The total cost then was divided by the hectares serviced, to appro ximate a cost per hectare.

This is the irrigation cost used in the

program .

Fees charged for water at "La Angostura" and "Tacagua" were

not used .

They were not rep resentative of the true cost of the water

supplied by those systems.
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Constraint for water resources
Estimates of total available water for Bolivia have been made .
These estimates are broken down by river and can be obtained from
the Hydrologic Department of the Ministry .

Complete data relating to

the total amount of this water available for use by farmers as well
as data relating to crop consumptive use of water in each department
has not been determined.

The constraint therefore had to be developed

using a round about approach. The ,hectarea·ge of each irrigated crop
by department was multiplied by the cost per hectare devised earlier.
These totals were summed by department.

The constraint then is a

total cost associated with the maintenance of the water resource systems
by department.
Capital Resources
All of the capital resources included in the matrices are what can
be termed variable costs.

They include the costs associated with fer-

tilizer, pesticides, insecticides, seeds, transportation, etc.
are no fixed costs included in the matrices.

There

All of the mechanized

machinery, used to grow certain crops, appears in the form of a rent
which is also included in the variable costs.

The simple machinery

used in traditional agriculture is also included in the form of a rent.
Capital input coefficients
Capital is used for various lengths of time during the year .

For

the purpose of this study it was assumed that capital was either used
six months or one year.

A further distinction was made for traditional
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and modern agriculture.

Thus four categories of capital exist:

"CST" capital for six months in traditional agriculture, "CLT"
capital used for one year in traditional agriculture, "CSM " capital
used in modern agriculture for six months and "CLM" capital used in
modern agriculture for one year.
For purposes of this model it is assumed that the capital used
in traditional agriculture has a zero opportunity cost.

Although

subject to various interpretations, it appears feasible to assume
that people in a subsistance agriculture cannot take the capital to
be invested in their yearly operations and invest it elsewhere.

Were

they to do so, in many instances, life itself would be jeopardized.
Traditional agriculture then is given capital equal to the amount
presently used.

All component costs of capital, i.e., fertilizer,

pesticides, etc., are collapsed into one cost per hectare of crop
produced.
It is assumed that in modern agriculture there is an opportunity
cost associated with the investment of funds .

Those who are involved

in investment in modern agriculture could certainly invest their funds
in a savings account.

It is this savings account rate of interest (7

percent per annum) which has been selected as the opportunity cost of
the capital, presently utilized.

The aforementioned components of

variable costs are aggregated to form the input variable for capital .
The program is allowed to use all of the capital which is now apparently
invested in modern agriculture at its opportunity cost.
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Capital constraints
The data available is not sufficient so as to determine the exact
amount of capital used in the crops this study is concerned with.

It

was decided then, to constrain the capital used in the program to the
amount that is apparently being used.

This was accomplished by multi-

plication of the apparent hectares being grown of each crop in each
department by their respective capital input coefficients.

The pro-

ducts were then summed for each capital category to form the constraints
or upper bounds used in each department.
To allow the program to cost the capital in modern agriculture
at its opportunity cost, the constraints or right hand side (b) vectors
were set at zero.

The summations of the coefficients multiplied by

the number of hectares for these types of capital, appear as upper
bounds.

Thus the program is allowed to buy capital at the rate of 7

percent a year until it reaches the upper bound .
Objective Function
The objective function is the difference between the product of
the price times yield and the summation of the costs of labor, water,
and capital.

The net return is on a per hectare basis and is a return

to land, management, and any fixed costs associated with the land.
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Crop

"'
Yield

"'
Inputs

X

Prices

X

Prices

Gross Income - Variable Costs
Net Returns
Land

"'

Management
"'

Fixed Costs

Model Refinement
No attempt was made to delineate and explain all of the institutional, infrastructural, market, etc. factors which have an effect on
the production.

Recognition, however, of some of these factors must

be made and incorported into the program if a representative maximizing
solution is to be devised.
Infrastructure-market constraints
Lack of infrastructure and communications systems are the major
components of the marketing problems which exist .

With the tremendous

climatological variations from department to department it would appear
that different areas would have comparative production advantages in
certain crops.

It may be true that in fact comparative production

advantages do exist yet in every department the staple crops are grown.
Infrastructure which would induce easy movement of goods from
production areas to populated centers and from areas of comparative
advantage to areas of comparative disadvantage is practically non
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existent.

At present, there are only two major paved roads in the

entire country . One spans the Altiplano from La Paz to Oruro and the
other connects Cochabamba and Santa Cruz.

The secondary road system

is very poor and in certain areas extremely :treacherous. ·Product
movement from the valleys to population centers is very difficult .
Much of the basic food supply for the population centers, within each
department then, is grown in the countryside which surrounds the population center.

It could be expected that very few of the potatoes

which are grown in the Altiplano would reach the city of Santa Cruz.
Data which would provide conclusive proof of the quantities of products
transferred interdepartmentally are not available.

It is obvious, how-

ever, that thts marketing constraint has an impact on the cropping
system, yet its magnitude is not known.
Inability to disseminate market information also adds to the
formation of cropping patterns which might not otherwise exist .

Once

again the magnitude of the effect is not known but an attempt to make
a general accounting is made.
Institutional constraints
In dealing with traditional agriculture there are many institutional
factors which will influence the cropping system utilized by farmers .
The literature is repleat with examples and explanations of these factors .

Those found in Bolivia are not unique to any of the other tradi-

tional agricultural societies and therefore are not considered in depth
in this paper.
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Program reconciliation
As previously noted, no data are available which would be of any
assistance in determining the exact effect of these previously mentioned influences.

There must be, however, an attempt to build them

into the linear programming model if a maximizing solution consistent
with reality is to be generated.
utilized in that attempt.

The following reasoning has been

All crops which do not appear to have

extensive interregional mobility, legal export markets or which appear
to have institutional constraints that would limit their production
over and above a certain level, are given upper bounds.

Placing an

upper bound on the column allows the program to produce the bounded
number of hectares (or les s) of the given product.

A lower bound is

given to produce, which may not have a very impressive net return but
which, for institutional or market factors, is grown by the farmer in
any given economic area.
duce the bounded quantity.

The lower bound forces the program to proThe crops, (activities) may have either,

both or no bounds upon them, dependent upon the factors previously
mentioned .

Because no data were available which would allow for a

statistical estimation of the magnitude of all the crops, by department, were known.

The staple crops and others which appeared to be

strongly i nfluenced by noneconomic constraints, were bounded at quantities approximating those reported in the "Vertical Projects."
The bounds also serve to diminish the problem mentioned in the
crop rotation section. ·Thus, limits are established upon crops which
might otherwise occupy

~ll

or none of the linear programming solution .
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Reality then is much more closely approximated with respect to the
apparent use of a rotation system.
Problem of Error
When an attempt is made to determine the optimum resource organization for a given

area, representative farm budgets can be used.

The budgets for the different technologies are assumed to be representative of the group of farmers growing that crop and using that
technology.

If the budgets are representative of the group, the

scaled-up solution provided by the linear program will generate information about the aggregate production behavior of the group.

Thus a

comparison between actual and program optimum solutions can be made.
There are, however, errors inherent in this methodology which would
over estimate or under .estimate any or all facets. of the linear programming solution.

The most common errors are further explained.

Specification error
Castle (1961) indicates that misspecification of variables in the
model will cause an overestimation or underestimation of the optimum
solution.

He indicates that misspecification can take five forms.

Each

form is presently examined as it refers to the present study.
1.

Incorrect budgets.

As previously mentioned, the budgets used

in this study were, derived from the "Vertical Projects" study.
The data from these studies were gathered from secondary sources
and then updated by technical experts familiar with Bolivian
Agriculture.

They are assumed to be the best estimates avail-

able but if they are incorrect, the linear program maximizing
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solution will overestimate or underestimate the optimizing
hectareagffi associated with each crop budget.

If the costs in

a given budget are underestimated, then the net return will
be overestimated and the crop hectareage wi 11 be overestimated
in the linear program maximizing solution.

The reverse will

also be true.
2.

Incomplete or incorrect model restrictions.

Model restrictions

associated with this study take the form of resource constraints
and final demand constraints.

If either or both are underesti-

mated, the crops associated with those constraints will also
be underest·imated .
3.

The opposite will also be true.

Farmers lack information.

If farmers lack information con-

cerning production and marketing of their crops, the decisions
they make will not be in accordance with the profit ma ximizing
solution generated by the linear program.

This, assuming com-

plete information is supplied in forming the linear programming
model.

If, for example, a farmer assumes the price of rice is

70 pesos a kilogram and in fact it is 100 pesos, the farmer wi 11
produce less than he would if he knew the actual price.
4.

Farmers are irrational.

Farmers not responding in a rational

manner to economic stimuli would be a source of divergence
between the linear program maximizing solution and the hectares
reported to have been planted by farmers. Assuming for instance,
the farmers represented in the model do not examine costs of
production and revenues associated with the crops they produce,
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then crop hectareages planted by them will be divergent from
those generated by the linear program profit maximizing solution.
5.

Profit maximization is an incorrect assumption for farmers
represented in the model.

If it is not the goal of farmers

to maximize profit then certainly their activities and those
generated by a profit maximizing program will be divergent,
unless the program model is modified.
Aggregation error
The budgets are representative of the population that is growing
a given crop under a given technology. Assuming that sampling error
is very small or non existent and that no specification error exists,
there is still a problem in that every producing unit will not respond
in like manner to changes in economic stimuli.

Miller (1956) suggests

that the only means of eliminating these errors are:
1.

All farms have identical production coefficients.

2.

All farms have identical expectations of net returns.

3.

Resource ratios for each farm produce the same dual solution
or marginal value product.

Under these circumstances no

aggregation error would be present in the model.
No data is available which would indicate the types of error most
likely to be assoc iated with this study.

The study itself indicates

that in Santa Cruz, at least, an error does exist.

The exact type can

only be determined as more extensive data is collected and anal yzed.
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CHAPTER VI
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Restatement of the Problem
An understanding of the economic situation in Bolivian agriculture is imperative if a development plan for agriculture is to
oe consistent with economic reality .

Knowledge of the present situa-

tion expedites decisions which generate the greatest returns for the
agricultural sector and the entire economy.

Certainly, it must be

recognized, however, that improved knowledge of socio-economic relationships in Bolivian agriculture cannot ensure appropriate planning;
yet, without increasing the knowledge base for planning decisions, the
possibilities for large errors will not be reduced.
Review of Objectives and Hypothes is
In an attempt to describe certain economic conditions presently
extant in Bolivian agricultu re, the fi rs t objective was to predict
the most economically efficient combination of crops, by department .
Available 1970-71 production data were to be used to make predictions
for U1e 1972 crop.

The predicted crop hectareages were then to be

compared with 1972 hectareages reported to have been planted and
harvested .

Of pa r ticular interest were the crops (a ctivities) which

were not subject to final demand constraints.

These were the crops

considered to have a perfectly elastic price elasticity of demand.

Any
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extreme divergences from the predicted and the actua l were to be
interpreted.

Only extreme variations were to be examined thoroughly

because it was felt that the data base was not strong enough to
permit interpretation of the lesser variations .

The second objective

was to determine if producti ve resources, labor, and water, were
efficiently allocated interdepartmentally (interreg ionally) in the
production of agricultural crops.

Evaluation of the interdepartmental

allocative problem was to be conducted by means of the shadow prices
associated with scarce resources.

According to Mansfield (1970),

efficient interregional allocation of resources would dictate that the
value marginal products for each resource be equal in every department.
Extreme deviations from the optimal condition were assumed to indicate
inefficiencies that might exist.
Evaluation of the hypothesis, which states that intraregional resource allocation is efficient and that some interregional inefficiency
of resource use exists, is a direct spin-off from the objectives of
this study.

Upon accomplishment of objectives one and two, a statement

regarding the acceptability of the hypothesis can be made.
Procedural Review
Activity analysis using a linear programming model was the technique utilized to examine the allocation questions.

The linear program

is a mathematical tool which optimizes a linear function known as an
objective function.

The solution designates optimum activity levels.

In the case of the present models, the activity levels are the optimizing
nectareages of each crop represented in the model.

Optimization occurs
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while satisfying all linear constraints referred to as right-hand
side (b) vectors .
In addition, the linear program also generates shadow prices for
all productive inputs, i.e., labor, water, etc . , which are found to
be in short supply in the optimizing solution.

The shadow prices

generated have a definite economic interpretation .

They are called

value marginal products of limiting resources, and, in the case of
these models, represent a direct return to land, management, and fixed
costs

assoc~ated

with land.

Seven linear programs were developed to represent each of the
seven political departments for which production data were available.
Each program was designed in a very general manner to account for all
institutional, infrastructural, crop rotation , etc . restraints to
production.

These restraints were incorporated into the models by

placing upper and lower bounds on activities (crops hectareages) which
are known to be affected by such restraints .
The basic program was supplemented by a parametric evaluation of
the net return for bananas in theCochabamba department.
quoted at $b8 a head, vlhile

in

the

North

Bananas were

Altiplano department

(La Paz) farmers were receiving $b25 a head--according to information
in the "Vertical Projects" study .

Parametric variation permitted the

price for bananas in Cochabamba to reach $b25 a head after five success ive iteration s.

Each iteration was identical and no other prices in

t he model were altered .

Thus, parametric variation allov1ed an examina-

t ' on of the changes in cropping patterns associated with an increased
price of banana s (refer to section on prices).
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Parametric programming was also utilized to examine the effect
increased labor would have on the optimal cropping pattern for the
Santa Cruz department.

Total labor supply for the department was

allowed to increase by 5 percent for each parametric variation, thus
allowing an examination of the cropping patterns after each successive
variation.
The results of each model are given in the following pages.

The

first section to follow will be structured in such a manner that objective number one can be analyzed on a departmental basis.

Upon

completing analysis of the allocative question implied in objective
number one, the interregional relationships, which are the second
objective, will be studied.

Upon completing analysis of the objectives,

a conclusion with regard to hypothesis' rejection or acceptance will be
made.
Coding System
A coding system was devised to maintain the identity of current
technologies used in crop production and to identify resources utilized
in production.
Crops
Tables for each department are utilized to present the different
crops considered.

In each table the crop is designated by name.

Fol-

lowing the name is a number which represents the technology under which
each crop is grown.

Hence, in the department of Santa Cruz, "cotton 5"

is cotton grown under a modern technology.

All of the possible techno-

logies are presented in the following breakdown.
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Technologies:
Traditional
2

Traditional with fertilizer

3

Traditional with irrigation

4

Traditional with fertilizer and irrigation

5

t1odern

6

Modern with irrigation
Mo dern with fertilizer

8

Modern with fertilizer and water

Cattle technologies:
Tropical
2
3
4

Low valleys

= High

valleys

High plains

Resources
Resources incl uded in each of the department models are land,
labor, irrigation, and capita l .

In each table they are so designated.

The letter following "land" is a type used for distinction within that
department only (refer to section on land).
not have any distinctions.

Irrigation and labor do

"Capital" is followed by two l etters .

The

first designates the length of time capital is to be used.

"S" indi-

cates that capital is used for six months out of the year .

"L" indicates

that it i s being used for the full year .

Following either of the pre-

ceding letters, is another which designates the type of agriculture
using the capital.

"T" indicates traditional and "M" designates modern.
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Hence, "capital LM" is capital used for one year in the production
of a given crop in modern agriculture (refer to section on capital).
Intraregional allocation
of inputs
At least two tables are developed for each of the seven departmental models.

In each case, the first table of each set is the

optimizing solution generated by the linear program.

It includes a

listing of all the crops by technologies for any given department.
The crop names and technologies are in coded form (refer to section on
coding).
1.
2.

The tables include the following headings :
"Name," which is the name and technology of the crop.
"Activity," which is the linear program optimizing solution
for each crop.

These optimizing quantities are hectareages

of the given crop.
3.

"Lower Bound" is a final demand constraint which forces the
crop into the program at a minimum hectareage .

4.

"Upper Bound " limits the optimizing solution from surpassing
this final demand constraint (Table 1).

The second table of each set is a listing of the same activities
(crops) presented in the first table of that particular set.
presented under the same subtitle, "Name."

They are

The "actual hectareage" in

this case is the hectareage actually reported to have been planted and
harvested for the year 1972 .

"Divergence" is the difference between

the linea r programmed optimizing hectareage and the actual hectareage
reported for each crop.

The divergences are indicated only in those
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Table 1.

Linear program maximizing hectareages for crops in
Santa Cruz

Name
Rice 1
Sugar cane
Sugar cane 7
Potatoes 2
Potatoes 4
l~i 1 k 5
Coffee 1
Oranges 1
Pineapples
Corn 1
Soybeans 5
Peanuts 1
Peanuts 5
Cotton 5
Wheat 5
Cattle 1
Cattle 2
Cotton-wheat 7

Activity
40000.00000
28333 . 73734
10782.61 313
800.00000
100.00000
1250.00000
1299 .00000
98.00000
500.00000
70000 .00000
33198 .66916
800.00000

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

40000.00000

None
None
None
1200.00000
None
1250 . 00000
None

BOO.OOOOO
1218.00000

500.00000
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
4000.00000

70000.00000
800.00000

10852. 98038
360374 9. 00000
1184 794. 00000
4000.00000

crops where neither an upper nor lower bound was met.

Also, a nega-

tive sign in front of the number indicates that the linear program
optimizing solution is less than that reported to have been grown.
A positive sign indicates the program solution is greater than the
reported crop activity.

Zero is a sign of no divergence.

Hence,

"sugar cane 5" "actual hectareage" 28400 "divergence" + 66 indicates
that sugar cane grown in Santa Cruz under traditional technology is
shown to have produced 66 hectares in excess of the optimizing solution shown in Table 1 (Table 1 and 2).
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Table 2.

Divergence between linear program maximizing hectareages
and crop hectareages reported in production in Santa Cruz
Actual Hectareage

Name
Rice 1
Sugar cane
Sugar cane 7
Potatoes 2
Potatoes 4
i~il k 5
Coffee 1
Oranges 1
Pineapples
Corn 1
Soybeans 5
Peanuts 1
Peanuts 5
Cotton 5
Wheat 5
Cattle 1
Cattle 2
Cotton-wheat 7

40,252
28,400
7'100
900
100
1 ,218
1 ,047
98
500
73,621
800
1 ,519
' . 661
44,502
0
3,603,749
1 '184 '794
2,498

Again, only very large divergences are interpreted.

Divergence

+
+

66.0
3,683.0
0.0

+

252.0

+ 32,398 .0

651.0
- 33,650.0
0.0
0.0

Data known

to have a statistically-founded base would enhance the possibilities
of interpreting smaller deviations .
Santa Cruz model
Results for the Santa Cruz department are presented in eight
tables.

The first two tables list the optimizing solution and implied

divergences.

The second set of two follow the same pattern except

they reflect a five percent parametric increase in the labor constraint.
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The third set embodies a 10 percent increase in the labor constraint
and the fourth a 15 percent increase .

The parametric labor variation

was introduced to study potential activity level variations, as labor
is assumed to pose less and less of a constraint to production in the
Santa Cruz department (Tables 3 through 8).

Table 3.

Linear program max1m1z1ng hectareages for crops in Santa
Cruz after a 5 percent parametric increase in total labor
constraint ·

Name

Activity

Rice 1
Sugar cane
Sugar cane 7
Potatoes 2
Potatoes 4
Milk 5
Coffee 1
Oranges 1
Pineapples
Corn 1
Soybeans 5
Peanuts 1
Peanuts 5
Cotton 5
Wheat 5
Cattle 1
Cattle 2
Cotton-wheat

40000.00000
28333.73734
10782. 61 313
800.00000
100.00000
1250.00000
1299.00000
98 . 00000
500.00000
70000 . 00000
21788 . 94566
800.00000
22262 . 70388
3603749.00000
1184 794 00000
4000.00000
0

Lower Bound
40000.00000

800.00000
1218.00000

70000 . 00000
800.00000

Upper Bound
None
None
None
1200.00000
None
1250.00000
None
98.00000
500.00000
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
4000.00000
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Table 4.

Divergence between linear program maximizing hectareages
after a 5 percent parametric increase in the total labor
constraint and crop hectareages reported in production in
Santa Cruz

Name

Actual Hectareage

Divergence

Rice l

40,252

Sugar cane

28,400

+

66.0

7 'l 00

+

3,683.0

Sugar cane 7
Potatoes 2

900

Potatoes 4

100

Milk 5

l ,218

Coffee

' l ,047

Oranges l

98

Pineapples

500

Corn l
Soybeans 5
Peanuts
Peanuts 5
Cotton 5

0.0

+

252.0

+

20,989 . 0

73,621
800
l ,519

651

651 .0

44,502

- 22,239.0

Wheat 5

0

Cattle l

3,603,749

0.0

l '184' 794

0.0

Cattle 2
Cotton-wheat 7

2,498
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Linear program maximizing hectareages for crops in Santa
Cruz after a 10 percent parametric increase in the total
labor constraint

Table 5.

Name

Activity

Lower Bound

Rice l

40000.00000

Sugar cane

28333.73734

None

Sugar cane 7

10782.61313

None

Potatoes 2

1200.00000

Potatoes 4

100.00000

Milk 5

1250.00000

Coffee 1

1299.00000

40000.00000

Upper Bound

800.00000

None

1200.00000
None

1218.00000

1250.00000
None

Oranges l

98.00000

98.00000

Pineapples

500.00000

500.00000

Corn l

72204.44866

Soybeans 5

13031 . 83071

Peanuts

800.00000

Peanuts 5
Cotton 5

70000.00000

None
None

800.00000

None
None

31019.81883

None
None

Wheat 5
Cattle 1

3603749.00000

None

Cattle 2

1184 794 . 00000

None

4000.00000

4000.00000

Cotton-wheat
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Table 6.

Divergence between linear program max1m1z1ng hectareages
after a 10 percent parametric increase in the total labor
constraint and crop hectareages reported in production in
Santa Cruz

Name

Actual Hectareage

Divergence

Rice 1

40,252

Sugar cane

28,400

+

66.0

7 '1 00

+

3,683.0

Sugar cane 7
Potatoes 2
Potatoes 4

900
100

Milk 5

1 ,218

Coffee

1 ,047

Oranges 1

98

Pineapples

500

Corn l
Soybeans 5
Peanuts
Peanuts 5
Cotton 5
Wheat 5

0.0

+

252.0

73,621
800

+ 12,231.0

1 ,519
651

651.0

44,502

- 13,482.0

0

Cattle

3,603,749

0.0

Cattle 2

1,184,794

0.0

Cotton-wheat

2,498
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Table 7.

Linear program maximizing hectareages for crops in Santa
Cruz after a 15 percent parametric increase in the total
1abor constra·i nt

Name

Lower Bound

Activity

Rice 1

40000.00000

Sugar cane

28333.73734

None

Sugar cane 7

10782.61313

None

Potatoes 2
Potatoes 4

800.00000

40000.00000

Upper Bound
None

800.00000

1200 .00000

1218.00000

1250 . 00000

100.00000

None

Milk 5

1250.00000

Coffee 1

1299 . 00000

None

Oranges 1

98.00000

98.00000

Pineapples

500.00000

500.00000

Corn 1

73689 . 00000

Soybeans 5

10693.43021

Peanuts

2224.72748

None
None

800.00000

None
Non e

Peanuts 5
Cotton 5

70000.00000

31933.49185

None
None

Wheat 5
Cattle 1

3603749 . 00000

None

Ca t tle 2

1184 794 00000

None

4000.00000

4000 . 00000

Cotton-wheat 7

0
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Table 8.

Divergence between linear program max1m1z1ng hectareages
after a 15 percent parametric increase in the total labor
constraint and crop hectareages reported in production in
San ta Cruz

Name

Actual Hectareage

Divergence

Rice 1

40,252

Sugar cane

28,400

+

66.0

7,100

+

3,683.0

Sugar cane 7
Potatoes 2

900

Potatoes 4

100

1k 5

1 ,218

Coffee

1 ,047

i~i

+

252.0

800

+

9,893.0

1,519

+

706 . 0

Oranges 1

98

Pineapples

500

Corn 1
Soybeans 5
Peanuts
Peanuts 5
Cotton 5
Wheat 5

0.0

73,621

651

651.0

44,502

- 12,568.0

0

Cattle 1

3,603,749

0.0

Cattle 2

1 ,184. 794

0.0

Cotton-wheat

2,498
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Referring to Table 2, it can be noted that an extreme divergence
exists for crops soybeans--modern technology and cotton--modern technology.

The linear programming optimum solution produced 32,398

hectares more soybeans than was apparently produced and 33,650 fewer
hectares of cotton than was produced in Santa truz during 1972 (Table
2).

Cotton utilizes approximately 65 man days per hectare more labor

than does soybeans (Appendix Table 25).

For this reason a parametric

change was introduced for the total labor constraint.

It was assumed

that if the labor constraint had been improperly developed, i.e., less
than actual man days available, this would have the effect of limiting
cotton production in the optimizing solution.

The total labor constraint

(Appendix Table 25) was increased by 5 percent with each parametric
variation.

After three parametric variations, the value marginal pro-

duct for labor reached zero; that is, adding more man days to the total
labor constraint would not i ncrease the objective function, net revenue,
for the model.

At this point, the divergences were again examined to

determine if the labor constraint was in fact the cause for such extreme variation in actual and program optimum solutions.
were lessened but were still great (Table 8).

The divergences

Soybeans were still pro-

duced 9,893 hectares in excess of those actually reported.

Cotton in

the optimizing solution was still 12,568 hectares short of the quantity
reported to have been grown.

A lack of labor in the original labor con-

straint then could not explain all the variation exhibited in Table 2.
Three possible explanations for the divergence exist:
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1.

Data used to develop the linear programming matri x is incorrect.

Prices, yields, and cost of production data for

either or both cotton and soybeans could be in error.
2.

Hectareage data is in error.

Cotton production did not in-

crease from 16,600 hectares in 1971 to 47,000 hectares in
1972 (Bolivia--Minagricultura, 1973).
3.

Farmers in the Santa Cruz who are growing cotton and soybeans
are inefficiently allocating the resources in the production
of these crops.

Further study of these three possible explana-

tions must be completed before the appa rent enigma is resolved.
Altiplano North (La Paz) model
Results for the La Paz department are included in the next two
tables (Table 9 and Table 10).

There appears to be little divergence

from the linear programming optimizing solution and actual cultivat ion
results .

The linear program maximizing solution indicated that four

less hectares of bananas should have been produced and that 1,120
less hectares of quinoa should have been produced to maximize net
return .
Cochabamba model
The results for the present department are presented in four
tabl es (Tables 11 through 14).

The first is an optimizi ng solution,

and the second is divergence of which little was noted .

The second

set reproduces the results of the third parametri c variation in a
series of five performed on the net revenue of bananas .
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Table 9.

Linear program maximizing hectareages for crops in
Altiplano North-La Paz

Name
Potatoes 2
Pota t oes 4
Mi 1 k 5
Coffee 1
Oranges
Bananas 1
Sheep 1
Catt l e 1
Cattle 3
Cattle 4
Qui noa 1

Table 10.

Name
Potatoes 2
Potatoes 4
rmk 5
Coffee 1
Oranges
Bananas 1
Sheep 1
Cattle 1
Cattle 3
Cattle 4
Quinoa 1

Activity

Lower Bound

30000.00000
3300.00000
3045 .00000
13290. 00000
1900.00000
3426.00000
800000.00000
900000.00000
242595 .00000
726000.00000
9279.71429

3000.00000
1800 .00000
3400 .00000

Upper Bound
30000 . 00000
None
3100.00000
None
1900 .00000
3500 . 00000
800000 .00000
900000.00000
250000.00000
72 6000 . 00000
None

Divergence between linear program max1m1z1ng hecta reages
and crop hectareages reported in production in Altiplano
North-La Paz
Actual Hectareage
29,700
3,300
3,045
13,290
1 ,B96
3,430
796,437
895,033
247,562
761,730
10,400

Divergen ce
0.0
0.0
4.0

- 1,120.0
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Table 11.
Name
Rice 1

Linear program maximizing hectareages for crops in
Cochabamba
Activit~

5000 . 00000

Lower Bound
5000.00000

UJ2~er

Bound
None

Potatoes 2

20000 . 00000

20000.00000

Potatoes 4

2300.00000

2300.00000

Milk 5

6397.00000

6500.00000

Coffee

1300.00000

1300.00000

Oranges

1300.00000

1300.00000

Bananas

6366.00000

6400.00000

Corn 1

55795.75028

55000.00000

None

Peanuts

600 . 00000

600.00000

None

Wheat 1

10946.34486

None

Wheat 3

None

Wheat 2

250.00000
1333.00000

None

Cattle 1

124500.00000

124500.00000

Cattle 2

497000.00000

497000.00000

Cattle 3

506994.06329

508000.00000

Wheat 4
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Table 9.

Linear program maximizing hectareages for crops in
Altiplano North-La Paz

Name
Potatoes 2
Potatoes 4
Milk 5
Coffee 1
Oranges
Bananas 1
Sheep 1
Cattle 1
Cattle 3
Cattle 4
Quinoa 1

Table 10.

Name
Potatoes 2
Potatoes 4
r~il k s
Co ffee 1
Oranges
Bananas 1
Sheep 1
Cattle 1
Cattle 3
Cattle 4
Quinoa 1

Activity

Lower Bound

30000 . 00000
3300.00000
3045.00000
13290. 00000
1900.00000
3426 .00000
800000.00000
900000.00000
242595 . 00000
726000.00000
9279.71429

3000.00000
1800.00000
3400.00000

Upper Bound
30000 .00000
None
3100.00000
None
1900.00000
3500 . 00000
800000 . 00000
900000 . 00000
250000.00000
726000. 00000
None

Divergence between linear program max1m1z1ng hectareages
and crop hectareages reported in production in Altiplano
North-La Paz
Actual Hectareage
29,700
3,300
3,045
13,290
1 ,896
3,430
796,437
895,033
247,562
761 • 730
10,400

Divergence
0.0
0.0
4.0

- 1 ,120 .0
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Table 11.
Name
Rice l

Linear program maximizing hectareages for crops in
Cochabamba
Activit~

5000.00000

Lower Bound
5000.00000

U~~er

Bound
None

Potatoes 2

20000.00000

20000.00000

Potatoes 4

2300.00000

2300.00000

lk 5

6397.00000

6500.00000

Coffee

1300 . 00000

1300.00000

Oranges

1300.00000

1300.00000

Bananas

6366.00000

6400.00000

Corn l

55795.75028

55000.00000

None

600.00000

600.00000

None

i~ i

Peanuts
Wheat

10946.34486

None

Wheat 3

None

Wheat 2

250.00000

Wheat 4

1333.00000

None

Cattle l

124500.00000

124500.00000

Cattle 2

497000.00000

497000.00000

Cattle 3

506994.06329

508000.00000
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Table 12 .

Name
Rice l

Divergence between linear program max1m1z1ng hectareages
and crop hectareages reported in production in Cochabamba
Actual Hectareage
5,748

Potatoes 2

19,800

Potatoes 4

2,200

t1i l k 5

6,397

Coffee

l ,063

Oranges

l ,296

Bananas

6,370

Corn l

55,413

Peanuts

Divergence

0.0

4.0
+

706.0

620
12,772

-1,826.0

Wheat 3

717

717.0

Wheat 2

,129

129.0

Wheat 4

716

Cattle l

124,149

Cattle 2

466,598

Cattle 3

507,884

Wheat

+

617.0

890.0
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Table 13 .

Name
Ric e 1

Linear program maximizing hectareages for crops in
Cochabamba after a parametric increase in the price of
bananas
Activity
5000.00000

Lower Bound
5000.00000

Upper Bound
None

Potatoes 2

20000.00000

20000.00000

Potatoes 4

2300.00000

2300.00000

Milk 5

6397.00000

6500 .00000

Coffee

1300.00000

1300.00000

Orang es

34 . 00000

1300 . 00000

Bananas

6400.00000

6400.00000

Corn 1

55814.74228

55000.00000

None

Peanuts

600 .00000

600.00000

None

Wheat

10936.46901

None

Wheat 3

None

Wheat 2

250.00000
1333.00000

None

Cattle 1

124500 .00000

124500 .00000

Cattle 2

497000.00000

497000.00000

Cattle 3

506982.65823

508000.00000

Wheat 4
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Table 14.

Name
Rice l

Divergence between linear program maximizing hectareages
after a parametric increase in the price of bananas arid
crops reported in production in Cochabamba
Actual Hectareage
5,748

Potatoes 2

19,800

Potatoes 4

2,200

lk 5

6,397

Coffee

1,063

Oranges

l ,296

Bananas

6,370

Corn l

55,413

i~ i

Peanuts

Divergence

0.0

- 1,262.0

+

402.0

620
12,772

-1,836.0

Wheat 3

717

717.0

Wheat 2

129

129 .0

Wheat 4

716

Wheat

Cat tle

124;149

Cat tle 2

496,598

Cat tle 3

507,884

+

617 . 0

902.0
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As previously noted; the price for bananas in the Cochabamba
department were one-third the price given for the Altiplano North
department.

It was not known if the reported price was correct.

An attempt to determine its validity was accomplished by parametrically
increasing the price until the national-average price was reached.

If

the reported price is correct, the linear program maximizing hectareages and those reported to have been planted, will be similar.

If

the price is low a parametric increase will produce an immediate
increase in the hectareage of

bana~

thus approximating the hectareage

reported to have been planted.
With each parametric variation the net revenue for bananas was
increased by 20 percent of the total increase needed to attain the
La Paz level.

The third parametric variation is the only one dis-

played because the first and last two provided no change in the optimal
solution, thus it appears that the much lower price indicated for
Cochabamba may in fact be correct.

Where marketing infrastructure,

i.e ., roads, is a problem, a situation where the price received 10
miles from the production area is one-third the price that could be
received 150 miles from the production area is entirely conceivable .
The difference may reflect the true costs involved in marketing the
product.
Tarija, Chuquisaca, Altiplano
South, and Central models
The results for the departments Tarija, Chuquisaca, Altiplano
South and Altiplano Central are all listed in Tables 15 through 22,
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Table 15.

Linear program maximizing hectareages for crops in
Tarija

Name
Sugar cane

Activity

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

3304.62264

None

815.37736

None

Potatoes 2

13.33245

3700.00000

Potatoes 4

600.00000

600 .00000

Mi 1k 5

320.00000

320.00000

Corn 1

49631.66755

43000.00000

None

600.00000

600.00000

None

Sugar cane 5

Peanuts
Wheat 1

None

Wheat 3

None

Wheat 2

250.00000

250.00000

Wheat 4

1272.00000

None

Cattle 1

414246.00000

None

Cattle 3

485880.54365

None
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Table 16.

Divergence between linear program maximizing hectareages
and crop hectareages reported in production in Tarija

Name
Sugar cane
Sugar cane 5

Actual Hectareage
3,280

Divergence
+

.25.0

820

5. 0

Potatoes 2

3,600

- 3,586.0

Potatoes 4

400

Milk 5

309

Corn
Peanuts
Wheat

44,004

+

5,627.0

620
2,072

- 2,077 .0

Wheat 3

736

736.0

Wheat 2

230

Wheat 4

736

Cattle

414,246

Cattle 3

486,289

+

536 .0

409.0
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Table 17 .
Name

Linear program maximizing hectareages for crops in
Chuquisaca
Activity

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

Potatoes 2

10000.00000

10000.00000

Potatoes 4

1299.00000

1500.00000

Corn

56068.62600

Milk 5

609.00000

Peanuts

2000.00000

Peanuts 5
Wheat 1

None
610 . 00000

2000.00000

ilone

279 . 00000

None

18333 . 63539

None
None

Wheat 3
Wheat 2

55000 . 00000

200.00000

200.00000
None

Wheat 4
Cattle 1

152048. 00000

152855 .00000

Cattle 2

283000 . 00000

283000 .00000

Cattle 3

740404.02177

None
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Table 18.
Name

Divergence between linear program max1m1z1ng hectareages
and crop hectareages reported in production in Chuquisaca
Actual Hectareage

Divergence

Potatoes 2

9,900

Potatoes 4

1 ,1 00

+

199.0

55,152

+

907.0

Corn
l~ il

k 5

Peanuts

609

0.0

2,511
279

0.0

19,487

- 1 ,153.0

Wheat 3

100

100.0

Wheat 2

196

Wheat 4

99

99 .0

Cattle

152 ,855

837.0

Cattle 2

282,193

Cattle 3

740,759

Peanuts 5
Wheat

355.0
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Table 19.
Name

Linear program maximizing hectareages for crops in
Altiplano South-Potosi
Activity

~ower

Bound

Upper Bound

Potatoes 2

108900 .00000

108900.00000

Potatoes 4

2100.00000

2100.00000

19149.45946

None

Wheat 3

400.00000

None

Wheat 2

100.54054

200.00000

Wheat 4

400.00000

400.00000

Sheep 1

398218.00000

None

Qui noa

34600.00000

34600.00000

Barley

114510.00000

None

Wheat

Table 20.

Name

Divergence between linear program max1m1z1ng hectareages
and crop hectareages reported in production in Altiplano
South-Potosi
Actual Hectareage

Potatoes 2

108,900

p,J tatoes 4

2,100

W1eat

Divergence

19,018

+ 131 .0

W1eat 3

400

0. 0

W1eat 2

102

W1eat 4

400

S1eep 1

398,218

QJinoa 1

34 '640

Btrley 1

114,510

-

91.0

0.0

0.0
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Table 21.
Name

Linear program max1m1z1ng hectareages for crops in
Altiplano Central-Oruro
Acttvity

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

Potatoes 2

4600.00000

4600.00000

Potatoes 4

500.00000

None

2190202 . 00000

None

Quinoa

3776.00000

None

Barley

11858. 33333

None

Sh eep 1

Table 22.

Name

Divergence between linear program max1m1z1ng hectareages
and crop hectareages reported in produ~tion in Altiplano
Central-Oruro
Actual Hectareage

Divergence

Potatoes 2

4,500

Potatoes 4

500

0.0

2,190,202

0.0

Quinoa

3,876

100 .0

Barley

12,134

276.0

Sheep 1
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respectively.

As the tables indicate, no tremendously large varia-

tions between program optimal and reported activities appear to
exist .

For instance, in the department of Altiplano South--Potosi,

wheat (1) should have been produced 131 hectares in excess of that
reported and wheat (2), 91 hectares less than that reported, if net
return based on the assumptions, were to be ma ximized (Table 20).
All of the departments represented in these models are relatively
static, with the exception of Santa Cruz.

The word static in this

sense has reference to lack of economic stimuli in activities and
activity levels within the departments .

Few modern technolog i es

appear in any of the data for departments outside Santa Cruz .
Under these static departmental conditions, it would be anticipated that intradepartmental input use would be efficient .

Lack of

economic change stimuli would permit traditional entrepreneurs to
adjust to an efficient resource combination and maintain it over a long
period of time .

Where agriculture is principally subsistence, the

chief economic decision may be life or death.

Product price may have

very little affect on the production· of such farmers .

Santa Cruz,

however, is a more dynamic production area . As an example, production
of cotton was reported as increased from 16,600 hectares in 1971 to
47,000 hectares in 1973, an increase of 285 percent in one year.

The

rest of the economy, which supplies many of the changes in resources
needed for a dynamic economy, may not respond as quickly as desired by
those working within a dynamic framework.

For instance, the increased

infrastructure needed to support movement of a large increase in any
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given crop may be slow to develop .

Increased labor and capital

needed to support a dynamic agriculture may not be as readily available as might be hoped by those desiring to increase production.
Thus, farmers in a dynamic economy may misjudge the support they will
receive from the static sector, causing an apparent misallocation of
resources.
Interregional allocation of
reso~~

The linear programming technique generated shadow prices for
resources in scarce supply in each model.

These shadow prices

(value marginal products) will be equal for each model when resources
are efficiently al l ocated

b~tween

departments.

It is also important

to remember that the shadow prices, as with all output generated by
any model, are only as accurate as the data and assumptions which
underlie them.

Assuming then, data and assumptions are accurate enough

to permit detection of a substantive variance from an optimal condition, comparison of shadow prices can be made from department to
department.
Labor and water are of particular interest to this study.

Inter-

departmental comparisons of the value marginal products for labor are
made in Table 23.

Listed are all the dual activities (shadow prices)

for the parametric variation examined in the Santa Cruz department, as
we ll as those for the optimal non-parametric solution for all departments.

Table 24 lists the shadow prices for departmental water.
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Table 23.

Value marginal products for labor by department and
parametric change

Department
Santa Cruz
Santa Cruz
Santa Cruz
Santa Cruz
Altiplano North-La Paz
Cochabamba
Tarija
Chuquisaca
Altiplano South-Potosi
Altiplano Central-Oruro

Table 24.

Solution

Vt~P

Optimal
Parametric 15%
Parametric 10%
Parametric 15%

12.88
12.88
3.5
0.0
0.0
6.37
0.92
1.88
0.0
0.0

Value marginal products for labor by department

Department

VMP

Santa Cruz

20.47

Altiplano North-La Paz

52.61

Cochabamba

5.07

Tarija

20.51

Chuquisaca

89.58

Altiplano South-Potosi
Altiplano Central-Oruro

.23
45.73
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Labor
The value marginal products lis t ed in Table 23 represent the
return to land, management, and fixed costs associated with land,
which would be generated by increasing the total labor constraint
one man day in any given area.
This return, however, must be put in perspective.

It must be

remembered that the value marginal product is dependent on all data
included in t he model.
at hand.

An example will help demonstrate the problem

Let us assume that the final demand constraint for potatoes

(2) in La Paz has been underestimated and that the land base upon
which potatoes (2) is produced has likewise been underestimated.

Re-

leasing both would allow the program to "bump" the labor constrai nt,
generating a value marginal product for labor.

The magnitude of that

dual activity would be directly dependent upon the magnitude of increase associated with the land base and final demand constraints.

A

large number of such miscalculations conceivably could be present .

In

a general form, however, estimates of the possible directions of error
may be approximated by referring to the intraregional section of this
study.
In the relatively static departments of the economy it could be
expected that the entrepreneurs ar e making efficient use of their
resources .

This assumption appears to be supported by the data in

these departments.

It can be assumed that i f the linear program

activity results for these relatively static departments are consistent with results actually reported, then the shadow prices generated
in these same models are also consistent with reality.
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Example:

If total available labor disposed to work the crops

being considered in a given model were underestimated, the optimum
activity solution and the reported activity solution would be considerably divergent.
would be high.

In this case, the value marginal product of labor

When intraregional efficiency then appears to approxi-

mate an optimal condition, the shadow prices for the inputs can be
assumed to approach reality.

The shadow prices then for all depart-

ments except Santa Cruz can be assumed to appro ximate reality.
The case for Santa Cruz is slightly more complex.

In two activities

there appeared si.zable deviations between optimal and reported hectareages.

In determining the relative status of th e shadow price for labor

in this department, the input coefficients for labor in these two
activities, soybeans (5) and cotton (5), must be considered.
input for cotton is 77 man days per hectare.

The labor

For soybeans it is 12.

Also, the optimal and reported hectareages must be accounted for.

The

divergence between optimal and reported for soybeans is 32,398 hectares
in favor of soybeans .

The divergence for optimal and reported cotton

production is 33,650 hectares against cotton . Assume then that this
divergence is induced by a deviation in expected prices for 1972 and
prices received in 1971.

If the expected prices, which would be greater

than 1971 prices, are incorporated into the linear programming model in
an attempt to approximate reported 1972 activities, more cotton will
be generated in the optimal linea r programmi ng solution.

Due to the

difference in the labor inputs for cotton and soybeans, increased
pressure wi ll be put on the already high (relative to other departme nts)
shadow price for labor (Table 23) .

It can be seen, then, that if
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reported results for Santa Cruz were approximated by increasing tile
price of cotton relative to other crops, the shadow price for labor
reported in the present optimal solution would actually be understated .
The exact magnitudes of deviation between linear program estimates of value marginal products and "accurate" value marginal products
for labor are not known but as demonstrated in previous paragraphs,
their direction of erro r can be and in fact has been indicated.
Irrigation
The shadow prices for water are listed in Table 24 . A substantial
amount of variation exists between departments.

In attempting to under-

stand the variation, a problem relating to the available data must be
clarified .

The total constraint for irrigation is the cost necessary

to maintain the present irrigation systems.

The ¥alue marginal product

then, is the return to land management and fixed costs associated
with an increase in the money available to maintain the irrigation
system .

Hence, increasing the irrigation constraint by one peso would

increase net revenue by 89.58 Bolivian pesos in the Department of
Chuquisaca (Table 24).

The situation is not uni que to Chuquisaca but

is only used as an example.
The irrigation constraint was developed from a labor input coefficient needed to maintain an irrigation system, which was adapted
to one hectare.

Hence, assuming a man day is paid 10 pesos in Chuquisaca,

increasing maintenance by one ma n day per year would increase net reven ue
by

8~5.8

pesos.

It is not exactly clear that increased irrigation

systemmaintenancecan be responsible for such tremendo us gains in net
revenue.

On the other hand, no data is available to suggest that suc h
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i s not the case.

The question of interregional efficiency is there-

fore left open until further data are ava i lable which wil l better
represent the true water constraint.
Conclusion
Intradepartmental efficiency of input use was examined as ob jective number one.

Six of the seven departments (Santa Cruz being

the exception) appeared to have activity levels comparab le to those
generated in the linear programming optimal sol ution.

This, of course,

is based upon the bounding scheme developed in Chapter V.

Under these

assumptions, then, the intraregional statement, in the hypothesis,
appears generally to be supported.

For the seventh department, how-

ever, intradepartmental efficiency appears not to exist if the linear
programming model for that department was properly developed.

As

previously noted, the discrepency may be attributed to any or both of the
following factors :
1.

Data used to represent this dynamic segment of Bolivian
agr i culture is inappropriate.

2.

Farme rs are making inefficient resource allocation decisions
for any of a number of reaso ns.

Interdepartmental allocations of labor were examined through
reference to shadow prices generated by the linear program optimal
solutions.

Again the lines of demarcation appeared between static

and dynamic agriculture.

Shadow prices for labor in the Santa Cruz

department were substantially greater than those elsewhere .

It is
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not conclusive but it appears that total output for the entire
economy would increase if labor were completely mobile throughout
the country (refer to review of value marginal products).
Irrigation allocation was subject to a conceptua l problem.

The

constraint for irrigation had to be developed based on irrigation
system maintenance costs.

Thus, the value marginal products for irri-

gation indicate the amount net revenue to each department would increase
if one more peso were spent to clean and maintain the present irrigation
systems.
If in fact improved maintenance would increase the quantity of
water available for use by farmers on the system, then the value
marginal products indicated in this study are relevant.
evident however that such is the case.

It is not

Value marginal products for

labor in all of the departments were relatively low, approaching zero
in all of the cases with the exception of Santa Cruz.

Labor then does

not appear to be the true constraint in irrigation system maintenance.
Value marginal products generated in this study may indicate however
that farmers are not aware that improved maintenance of irrigation
systems may be a vehicle whereby they could improve their net return .
An exact interpretation of the value marginal products for irrigation
must be deferred until more data relevant to the present question become available.
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CHAPTER VII
RECOt1MENDATION FOR FURTHER STUDY
The present study has utilized available production data in an
attempt to better understand the agricultural situation of Bolivia.
It was concluded that entreprenuers are efficiently allocating their
resources on a departmental level.

The Santa Cruz department appeared

to be the exception to this conclusion at least until further study
is com10leted.

It was also concluded that there is an apparent im-

mobility of labor interdepartmentally .

This immobility creates a

situation of inefficient use of the labor force .

It was also noted

that inefficient quantities of data were available to draw a conclusion relevant to the possibilities of utilizing water with greater
efficiency.

These conclusions have prompted the following recom-

mendations for further study.
1.

Irrigation data relating to consumptive use of water for
all irrigated crops, total quantities of water used presently
in irrigation systems and total available water for potential
development, need to be collected and assimilated for analysis.
Some information relevant to irrigation developments in Santa
Cruz is available (Bolivia-Utah State/USAID Study Team).

As

these projects are implemented in the future, the data presently available for this area may be incorporated into a
study of the agricultural situation.
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2.

Further study is recommended for the apparent labor
immobility between departme nts .

Institutional and

infrastructural impediments to the movement of labor
costs should be determined .

Exact l abor translocation

costs should be determined in an effort to more fully
understand the apparent problem.
3.

The study in Santa Cruz may indicate that a serious data
problem exists .

It may also indicate an inefficient al-

location of resources.

Further study i s recommended for

this department in an attempt to understand the exact
nature of the situation there.
4.

It has been pointed out that data sufficient in quantity
and quality is not available to make exact interpretation
of results.

This situation should continue to be remedied

by improvement and expansion of the data base.

As the data

base is improved and strengthened, more exact interpretations can be made of studies resembling this one.
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APPENDIX

Tabl e 25.
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Summary of resource constraints, input-output coefficients, yields, prices, and net returns for
selected crops in Santa Cruz
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Summary of resource constraints, input-output coefficients, yields, prices, and net returns
for selected crops in Altiplano North-La Paz
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Tab l e 27 . Summary of resource constrai nts, input-output coefficients , yields, prices, and net ret urns
for selected crops in Cochabamba
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Table 28.
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Summary of resource constraints, input-output coefficients, yields, prices, and net returns
for selected crops in Tarija
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Table 29.
Row

Summary of resource constraints, input-output coefficients, yields, prices, and net
returns for selected crops in Chuquisaca
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Table 30.
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Summary of resource constraints, input-output coefficients, yields, prices, and net
returns for selected crops in Altiplano South-Potosi
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Table 31 . Summary of resource constraints , input-output coefficients, yields, prices, and
net returns for selected crops in Altiplano Central-Oruro
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